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Cell division, induction, differentiation as well as selection by cell death are all importantAbstract of

process for organogenesis. In established organs, appropriate cells are selected by theResearch

results of cell-to-cell interactions. This selection is considered to be an important basis ofProject

establishment of complex neural networks. For neural selections, regulation of cell death in

the nervous system is one of the key events. Cell death regulatory mechanisms are varied

among the cells of different environments. To understand the mechanisms of selection of

neural cells by cell death during development as well as under the pathological conditions, it

will be crucial to know the mechanisms in which certain neural cells can be selected in a

rather uniform cell population. In this project, we will identify the genetic pathway of

neural cell death in Drosophila, then wewill apply the knowledge of fly genetic studies to

identify the analogous system in mammals. In this unique approach, we believe we can

identify the genetic pathway of neural cell selection during mammalian development as well

as in neurodegenerative diseases.
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